Downer Mining has a long term contract with Stanwell Corporation to provide total
mining services at Meandu Mine. The mine supplies coal to the adjacent Tarong
Power Station and is a residential mine located 25 kilometres south-east of
Kingaroy, with the majority of its workforce being employed from the local
community.
We are currently seeking an experienced Electrical Engineering Planner to join our
Maintenance team.
Reporting to the Maintenance Superintendent, you will provide electrical engineering
support for electrical and communication activities ensuring tasks are executed in
compliance of site policies & procedures. Development of the electrical maintenance
plan and scheduling of maintenance activities for the Electrical Team. A key focus of
your role is ensuring equipment is maintained to the highest standards whilst
meeting equipment availability targets. You will need to collaborate with
maintenance supervision across multiple areas to schedule resources and ensure the
most effective maintenance outcomes.
ABOUT YOU









A qualified licenced electrical tradesperson or electrical engineer with
minimum 5 years post-trade experience in the maintenance and repairs of
earthmoving equipment, materials handling plant, pumps, power reticulation
systems and plant control systems.
Extensive experience in electrical maintenance planning of mobile plant, fixed
plant, and infrastructure assets
Demonstrated understanding of the statutory electrical maintenance
requirements associate with open cut coal mines
Demonstrated experience with computer based Maintenance Planning
Systems with experience in AMT / JDE highly regarded
Strong leadership skills with the ability to work as part of a team
A strong focus on achieving results for both yourself and for the company
An overarching commitment to safe work practices and continuous
improvement.

WHAT WE OFFER





Residential based position in the South Burnett Region working a 5/2 roster
12 months fixed term contract with an attractive & competitive remuneration
package
A diverse and supportive work environment where individuals are encouraged
to show initiative
The chance to join a dynamic and successful business within the Downer
group.

For further information, please contact Jessica Graham email
Jessica.Graham@downergroup.com

